
ESSAY WRITING ON THE TOPIC MY SCHOOL

Each separate essay on my school for class 6 and my school essay 7th and 8th classes. All are written for you in
simple, easy to understand.

We take part in school assembly and then we move into our classrooms. But as the world is growing, there are
developing new methodologies for teaching. I consider my school as the best school because it supports and
encourages every student to do best and make progress. Jason is the Principal of our school. There are science
labs for the practical demonstration of scientific experiments. Students from each class are supposed to water
them daily and maintain the garden regularly. Other co-curricular and extra-curricular activities are held by the
school, these remove shyness from the students. The four storey building of my school looks beautiful. The
walls of schools are decorated with beautiful sketches to create an atmosphere of study. They serve a nation.
My school also has a library, and each class has to visit the library once a week. I love to be a part of my
school. They are entertained by students by doing small skids and acts which give some moral lesson. The
discipline of my school is un-matchable. Our school has a very large playground where we play sports. Essay
No 2 on My school- Short and Best for kids: Education is the central need of every person and nation. Its
name is name of your school. Our writers are experts in their respective fields meaning they can produce a
paper that will get you a good grade. For anyone, the school they studied would be the most unforgettable
place in the world. Use it as a guide for future assignments of the same type. The teaching staff is very
hardworking and intelligent, and the administration is also excellent. The name of my school is write name of
school. Everyone should take part in this show. The thing which makes my school different from other is its
education. We take part in all school activities. I love my school because I enjoy studying there. I study in one
of the best school of our city. We learn a lot of things like disciple, self help, confidence and cooperation here.
Then, there is a parking ground where student parks their bicycles. Our school has two canteens. As I enter
into my classroom I find quite relaxed.


